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Justitiële verkenningen (Judicial explorations) is published nine times

a year by the Research and Documentation Centre of the Dutch

Ministry of Justice in co-operation with Boom Juridische uitgevers.

Each issue focuses on a central theme related to criminal law, criminal

policy and criminology. The section Summaries contains abstracts of

the internationally most relevant articles of each issue. The central

theme of this issue (vol. 29, nr. 1, 2003) is: The judge and society.

Customer-friendliness of the judge and the supposed gap
between society and the administration of justice

N.J.H. Huls, P.A.M. Mevis and N. Visscher

Increasingly, in recent times, society raises objections against judicial

decisions. The authors take the point of view that there is indeed good

reason to invite the judiciary to act in a more responsive way towards

its ‘clients’: the participants in a concrete case as well as society as

such. The authors develop, in particular, three modalities for improved

communications between the judiciary and its clients, with reference

to the Dutch legal system in which the judiciary consists of professionals

only. Most importantly they argue that the judge in a concrete case

should use the motivation of his/her verdict as a means of communi-

cating with his/her clients. In so doing the likely effects of the verdict

also should be taken into account. By proceeding in this manner, as

well as others that we suggest, judges can adopt a more responsive

working method that will enhance the legitimacy and acceptance of

judicial decisions in problematic cases by both clients and the ‘vox

populi’. 

Questioning the authority of the judiciary; on the market square,
the ivory tower and the glass house

A.-J. Kwak

In modern society authorities can hardly be expected to remain

undisputed and this also goes for the authority of the judiciary. One

explanation comes from the fact that these societies are ‘open societies’
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which are in constant flux and in which individual autonomy is the

reigning value. These societies are like huge crowded ‘marketplaces’

where the relations and loyalties between the citizens constantly

change. Here the individual and his private agenda rules supreme and

the common good is often sacrificed to private interests. The metaphor

of the judiciary as an ‘ivory tower’ subsequently pictures the judge as

a guardian of the community in this marketplace. The judge keeps his

distance from the turmoil in society and shields the community from

the potentially destructive effects of both capitalism and democratic

politics. The virtues of his communitarian commitments and

independent ethos, however, easily turn into vices as this judge can 

be experienced as paternalist and elitist. Modern citizens are likely to

question the personal authority of the judges and demand to turn the

ivory tower into a ‘house of glass.’ The authority of the judge has to

become a derivative of the authority of the law, which has a liberal-

democratic legitimacy. The demand is for transparency, objectivity

and equal concern and respect. The virtues of the house of glass can,

however, also easily turn into vices. Formalist judges are blind to

undesirable consequences of the ‘mechanical jurisprudence’ that this

demand presupposes. The cure of a pragmatic posture towards the law

– more flexible and creative problem solving by the judge – can however

prove to be worse than the disease. With this move the judge has left

the house of glass and is now, right in the middle of the marketplace,

relatively unprotected against the powers that rule there. The

independence and authority of the judge can become disputed as 

his judgements stand the chance of being unmasked as ‘political’ 

or generally ineffective. In modern society the demand for judicial

independence, transparency and effectiveness of legal conflict 

resolution are at cross purposes and thus judicial authority will 

always remain a potential target for the charge of illegitimacy.

The layman as judge and the judge as layman

M. Malsch

The Dutch criminal law system is highly professional by nature: it
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does not make use of jury’s, and lay judges are only to a limited extent

involved in judicial decision-making. This paper explores the reasons

for the introduction of the jury in the Netherlands after this country had

become part of France in the beginning of the 19th century, as well as

the jury’s abolition only a couple of years later. Types of involvement

of lay-people in judicial decision making in the present-day Dutch

criminal law system are discussed. It appears that only lay-people who

possess some type of expertise are involved in the administration of

law. In a further section, this article goes into methods for improving

the participation of lay people in the administration of law, as well as

new initiatives to reduce the gap between judges and society. It is

proposed that judges should, in certain respects, become lay again 

in order to reduce the gap between them and society.

The citizen and the criminal law system

Th. A. de Roos

In the Dutch criminal law system, as compared with the common law

jury system but also with other European criminal law systems, the

influence of citizens on the initiation of prosecution and decision

making in the procedure is minimal. What does that mean for the

credibility and legitimacy of this system? Is it urgent that improvements

are introduced? A more fundamental question is: has criminal law

theory to be reconsidered as far as its very principles are concerned?

This last question may only be answered by taking into account the

limitations which are the consequence of the system as it developed

itself through history. Firstly, there are the limitations resulting 

from the procedural forms and rituals (a separate, protected ‘room’).

Secondly, there are limitations inherent to the ‘rechtsstaat’ (rule of

law) and the protection of fundamental rights (e.g. fair trial). Then,

limitations inherent to the constitutional and professional character 

of the criminal law system have to be considered. By a critical assess-

ment of a recent study of Hans Boutellier (De veiligheidsutopie, 2002)

the author comes to the conclusion that there is no reason for a

fundamental change of criminal law discourse, as it is flexible enough
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to meet the challenges of the developments in modern society. Still,

important improvements aiming at a better understanding of and a

greater participation of citizens in criminal procedure are necessary.

Special attention should be given to the lay participation in the Dutch

criminal law system and to problems arising from the increasing

appeal on the system (increasing criminality, internationalisation,

increasing efforts in law enforcement). The very core of the system

however, the judiciary, should be preserved very carefully, rooted as 

it is in the fundamental rights of citizens.

Judicial independence and impartiality; from an insider’s to an
outsider’s point of view

R. Eshuis and M. ter Voert

In recent years, the impartiality and independence of judges, their

extra-judicial activities and the introduction of a code of conduct are

subjects of debate among the public and judiciary in the Netherlands.

In this article the results of two studies – done by the Research and

Documentation Centre of the Dutch Justice Department – on judicial

independence and impartiality are discussed, together with related

topics as the right to complaint and substitutionary judges. The central

question focuses on how the right to an impartial and independent

judge is guaranteed and whether the checks and balances need

adjustment. The studies describe the extra-judicial jobs of judges and

opinions about the compatibility of certain jobs with the judicial

profession. Furthermore they describe the incidence and reasons of

challenge and exemption and the attitudes of the judiciary towards a

code of exemption. Traditionally, Dutch judges view their independence

and impartiality from an insider’s point of view. Impartiality is main-

tained by unwritten rules of the trade, while independence has to be

defended from outside interference. Today independence and impar-

tiality are shifting towards an environmental demand, which judges

are asked to account for. This emphasis does lead to re-thinking the

checks and balances. The emphasis on ‘unwritten rules’ and ‘trust’ 
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does not satisfy the increasingly critical environment that wants

justice to be seen to be done.

The independent and impartial judge; an international perspective

A.F.M. Brenninkmeijer

The independence and impartiality of courts is of crucial importance

for the stability of societies in a globalising world. The organisation of

modern democratic states is based upon the concept of separation of

powers: the trias politica. In the Netherlands the intimate co-opera-

tion between government and parliament has led to a fusion of both

state-powers. A duas politica with on the one hand the political power

and on the other hand the judicial power gives a more realistic

characteristic of the actual situation. The internationalisation of

society lays stress on the independent role of the courts within the

rule of law and, moreover, international courts play a role of growing

importance. For that reason, one should say that to a certain extent

courts and the judicial function become independent from the national

context. The independence of courts in a rule of law based system

implies that the political influence on the administration of justice

should be limited, especially in the field of administrative law.

However, in the Netherlands this influence is obvious. Promiscuity 

of powers is predominant in the Netherlands. 

Experts in the criminal process; to what extent can the courts rely
upon them?

J.F. Nijboer

The article contains comparative analyses of  ‘miscarriages of justice’,

both in the United Kingdom and in The Netherlands. Analysis shows

that there are similar causes for such ‘miscarriages of justice’: poor

quality of police investigations combined with a lack of checks on

such investigations – especially when the police have to act under

public pressure; courts rely far too much upon ‘biased’ forensic

experts, who themselves are incompletely informed by the investigating
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officers; people who are slightly retarded in their cognitive development

can become ‘victims’ of coercive police practices, that bring them to

‘false’ confessions. Once there is a confession, it is very attractive for

the prosecution and the courts to accept all evidence in line with the

confession (true or false). In the Dutch ‘Putten’ case the three causes

can be indicated according to the Court of Appeal of Leeuwarden.

This court reviewed earlier convictions in revision (a special procedure

to reopen a case) and acquitted two men, at the moment that they

already had served many years in prison. The analysis of the ‘miscarriage

of justice’ in the ‘Putten’-case is in line with earlier research about ‘the

law in action’ in The Netherlands criminal justice system. The degree

to which, especially in a case with a – unsuccessfully withdrawn –

confession is relied upon poor expertise is worrying. In the article

suggestions are given for improving the situation, especially by giving

more attention toward a mutually constructive-critical communication

between lawyers and non-legally educated experts.

The Dutch judiciary; is modernising also improving?

F. van Dijk and F. Lauwaars

The judiciary is modernising at a rapid pace. The article addresses the

question whether modernisation leads or will lead to recognisable

improvements. Firstly it looks at the perspective from which to set

quality standards and derives quality standards for the judiciary as

whole, a judicial organisation (court) and a professional (judge). Using

the perspective of  the general public, standards are not confined to

legal quality, but also encompass, for example, timeliness, treatment

of parties, consistency and independence. Secondly, the directions of

change are described, distinguishing between changes in culture and

organisational change, ranging from developing instruments to solve

specific problems and introducing management methods such as

quality control and human resource management, to restructuring 

of the judicial organisation (e.g., the new Council for the Judiciary).

Thirdly, the changes are evaluated against the quality standards to

assess their impact on the performance of the judiciary. While some 
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of changes are still too fresh to have an impact, it is concluded that

important improvements have occurred and further improvements

are to be expected. An important condition is that management

methods are not used for hierarchical control, but for self-improvement.

Political limits of the judiciary

F.C.J. van der Doelen

How can the judiciary survive in times of rising public expectations,

permanent reorganisations and decreasing public expenditures? And,

what is the role of democratic policymaking in it? Post-war trends in

Dutch civil, administrative and penal justice show that public policy

has a limited impact on the growth of the number of cases that are

brought to court. Societal variables like unemployment, population

density and social cohesion are far more important. These societal

changes have influenced the organisation of the judiciary. Since 2002

there is a Council of the Judiciary which deals with the budget, mana-

gement and quality improvement of the courts and political advising.

The Ministry of Justice is responsible for lawmaking, financing and

strategy building concerning the societal functioning of the system as

a whole. Three cornerstones for strategybuilding in this new political-

administrative relations are for the Ministry of Justice: the more res-

ponsible role of the citizens concerning the judicial process, the larger

supply of all kinds of form of judicial services concerning conflict

resolution (administrative, civil and penal) and last but not least more

public transparency of the system. The implementation of this strategy

of the system of the judiciary will take many years and serious

commitment of the Dutch judiciary.




